In order to have a better evaluation process to determine the experts weight in the evaluation process, this paper proposes a new expert weight calculation method. First of all to establish electric propulsion simulation evaluation system, use AHP method to calculate the initial weight principle of index. Then use the D-S to fuse the experts evaluation information, combined with the weight vector, structure of the expert weight objective function, and through the genetic algorithm to solve the expert weight size. According to the expert weight vector, calculate the final weight vector. Not only can it greatly make use of the experts information and analyze the similarity of information effectively but also it calculates the weight of each expert objectively. At the same time the evaluation subjective factors have been reduced by the adoption of this new method.
Introduction
Regarding ship electric propulsion system as a modern ship career development direction, its safety and reliability are more and more concerned about [1] . The simulation technology is one of the important means for people to study ship electric propulsion system [2] . But the results of simulation credibility are worth considering, and incorrect results could lead to major events. So analyzing the credibility in the system simulation results, determining the relative weight of each subsystem, has great significance for studying the mechanism of ship electric propulsion system.
In the system simulation credibility analysis, we need to make sure of the mutual importance of the systems, namely, the weight. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a comprehensive evaluation method used in research of complicated system [3] . The basic idea of using analytic hierarchy process to determine weight is to invite more related experts to compare each subsystem and to identify and analyse the judgment matrix. As a result of difference between each expert in knowledge, experience, ability, and level, different experts have different result to weight evaluation system. How to make better use of the evaluation experts has always been about the topic of comparison.
The D-S evidence theory is a method widely used in information fusion technology [4] . Chen et al. propose making use of the Markov random fields (MRFs) and D-S evidence theory to interactive color image segmentation method [5] . Si et al. proposed a novel prediction approach through information fusion of improved D-S evidence theory and neural network to forecast the distribution of coal seam terrain [6] . Li and Pang use D-S evidence theory to solve vessel collision risk assessment [7] . Experimental results show that the proposed approach confirms the validity and is reasonable for real application. But D-S evidence theory cannot solve the conflict evidence problem.
To solve this problem, according to the multiple experts judgment matrix by using analytic hierarchy process method and D-S evidence theory, avoid the conflict in information on the expert information synthesis from the actual case. According to the weight of the fusion, establish an expert weight target function and determine the weight of experts using genetic algorithms. Finally, determine the weight of final system by weighting. This algorithm is effective to solve the synthesis expert information conflict problems and improve the system of the objectivity of the judgment.
The Simulation System Reliability Evaluation Index System
For the ship electric propulsion simulation system reliability evaluation study, according to user requirements and the characteristics of the system itself, first of all we need to establish the ship electric propulsion simulation system reliability evaluation index system. Based on the key indicators in research process, investigate subsystem one by one, and establish the system equivalence evaluation index system. In the process of building evaluation system, according to the target layer, criterion layer, and measures layer sequence, decompose the system step by step hierarchically and make a complicated problem decomposed into several elements. For ship electric propulsion simulation system is concerned about, target layer is ship electric propulsion simulation system reliability. Criterion layer, from the system simulation model to system based on the simulation results, determines the level of index measures step by step [8] . For system simulation model and system simulation results are concerned about, the reliability is analyzed from the power supply system, power distribution system, power transformation system, and propulsion system, respectively. Finally ship electric propulsion simulation system reliability evaluation system is shown in Figure 1 .
Expert Evaluation Weight Analysis

The Steps to Calculate the Index Weight
Step 1. According to many experts' relative judgment matrix, use the principle of AHP to calculate the index of the initial weight.
Step 2. Determine the index weight fusion through the modified D-S fusion initial index weight, and determine the absolute judgment matrix through the expert judgment.
Step 3. According to each index fusion weight and absolute judgment matrix, determine the expert weight, the objective function and a genetic algorithm is adopted to calculate the optimal solution to determine the expert weight.
Step 4. Weigh the initial weight and expert weight, and determine the weights of the index.
Based on the AHP Analysis of Initial Weights.
Initial weight can be calculated by AHP to carry out. Compared with the previous expert scoring method, fuzzy evaluation method, the grey correlation method, Pressure-StateResponse method (PSR), and artificial neural network algorithm, AHP is a kind of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis and systematic and hierarchical multiple factors of decision analysis method; this method will be the decision maker's experience quantitative judgment. It is very convenient in the condition of the multiobjective and lack of necessary data [9] . Ship electric propulsion simulation system reliability evaluation index system calculation generally can be divided into the following four steps [10] .
Step 1. Each element value in judgment matrix is relative to a certain element in a previous level, associated with the each elements in the layer pairwise comparison judgment importance. In the judge process, use 1-9 scale method to show, specific as is shown in Table 1 .
Step 2. The element's relative weight for the criterion is calculated by judgment matrix.
Step 3. Compute synthetic weight of each of the layer elements to system target.
Step 4. Consistency check: consistency includes absolute consistency (or complete consistency) and order consistency. The so-called absolute consistency means that the judgment matrix , If matrix A meet = , , = 1, 2, . . . , .
We called matrix meet absolute consistency.
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Sort consistency is to point to the following: if factor a is important than factor and factor is important than factor , then a factor is important than factor . And the consistency check index C.I. is as follows:
The is the order number of judgment matrix and max is the biggest characteristic root of judgment matrix . Calculation consistency ratio C.R. is as follows:
When C.R. < 0.1, consider the consistency of judgement matrix is acceptable [11] (Table 2) .
The Construction of Expert Weight Objective Function Based on D-S Method.
For the ship electric propulsion system concerned about, setting the index set = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, experts set = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, and matrix = ( ) × (0 < < 1) is absolute judgment matrix coming from experts to marking index weight. Set index fusion weight vector = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, expert weight vector is = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, and meet ∑ =1 = 1, ∑ =1 = 1.
For absolute judgment matrix, if evaluation from expert has no difference with other experts' evaluation, the expert has a higher similarity with other experts. That is to say, expert has higher credibility. ( ) show the index judgment deviation from experts and other experts: ( ) show the total index judgment deviation from experts:
For index , deviation value ( ) is smaller; credibility of the judge from experts is higher. For the system in the index, total deviation value is smaller; credibility of the judge from experts is higher. According to the calculation of the system integration indicators weight, structural expert weight target optimization function
3.4. Solve the Objective Function. Formula (7) belongs to nonlinear optimization problem, the genetic algorithm suitable for processing this kind of problem. With the increase of matrix dimension, parameters in formula (7) will increase sharply, in order to find the optimal solution under multivariate conditions, introducing the concept of niche to enhance the diversity of population [12, 13] . Algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 2 .
Ship Electric Propulsion Simulation System Expert Evaluation Weight Calculation Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the weight of each subsystem, invite three authoritative experts to score evaluation. Relative to the subsystem , three experts are given, respectively, 1, 2, 3, and 4 judgment matrix, specific as follows: 
According to the principle of AHP calculate the corresponding initial weights of each subsystem, and check the consistency of judge matrix. If they do not meet the requirements for consistency, give the judge matrix again. Get three experts to 1, 2, 3, and 4 judgment weight: According to the calculation of the initial weight, using the improved D-S to fuse evaluation information, get 1, 2, 3, and 4 fusion weight to subsystem = {0.0633, 0.3941, 0.5334, 0.0091}.
For ship electric propulsion system simulation model credibility analysis, the purpose is to determine whether the model is accurate. In this criterion, the three experts give 
From the calculation results above, it is known that, in the ship electric propulsion system, the simulation credibility is the greatest impacted by power conversion subsystem, secondly they were distribution subsystem, propulsion subsystem, and power subsystem. Power transformation simulation subsystem in energy conversion and harmonic aspects affect the credibility of the system. Distribution system simulation subsystem produces certain effect to management and distribution of electricity. Propulsion system simulation subsystem is aimed at mutation load. For power subsystem Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5 main consideration of its power quality, the other modules produce small amount of influence.
Conclusions
By using D-S theory and AHP, study the ship electric propulsion simulation system for the credibility evaluation expert weight. Through the inspection of the similarity between the experts, determine the expert weight objective function, and the genetic algorithm was used to calculate the expert weight optimal solution. This method not only can fuse the advantages of other methods, but also make better use of the expert advice in the evaluate process greatly. It can make subjective judgments of experts more united and avoid the one-sidedness when considering only one expert, and various judgments from different experts on reliability of ship electric propulsion simulation system can be treated; particularly evidence of conflict is no longer blindly negated. At the same time, this method can optimize the indexes and enhance the veracity and reliability for scientific decision-making, which has better comprehensive assessment evaluation and is more meaningful.
